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Abstract: Maintaining sufficient muscle strength is fundamental to prevent a decline in basic physical
functions such as gait, and is therefore a prerequisite for a healthy independent life in older people.
However, the relationship between gait parameters and the strength of single muscle groups is
reported with inconclusive results. The objective of this study was to analyze the relationship of
strength of nine single muscle groups of lower and upper leg muscles as well as handgrip strength
for gait parameters in older adults. Sixty-nine independently living older adults participated in the
study. Maximum ankle plantar- and dorsiflexion, knee flexion and extension, as well as hip abduc-
tion, adduction, flexion, and extension strength, were measured using an isokinetic dynamometer.
Additionally, hand grip strength measured via a hand dynamometer was obtained. Walking gait
parameters were recorded with a 3D motion capture system on an instrumented treadmill. The
relationships between multiple strength and gait variables were analyzed by Pearson’s correlation
coefficient. Linear regression analyses were performed to identify the predictive ability of muscle
strength (normalized to body weight) for gait speed, stride time, stance time, stride length and step
width. Multiple significant weak to moderate positive ([r = 0.343, p = 0.047]–[r = 0.538, p = 0.002]) and
negative ([r = −0.340, p = 0.046]–[r = 0.593, p = 0.001]) correlations that were unequally distributed
between both sexes were detected. Significant regression models explained ([r2 = 16.6%, p = 0.015]–
[r2 = 44.3 %, p = 0.003]) and ([r2 = 21.8%, p = 0.022]–[r2 = 36.1%, p = 0.044]) of the gait parameter
variations for men and women, respectively. The results suggest a sex-specific relevance of single
muscle groups for all gait parameters. This may be attributed to anatomical differences and it is
important to prevent strength-related changes in gait parameters.

Keywords: relative strength; gait speed; stride time; stance time; stride length and step width

1. Introduction

Stable gait is an essential requirement for various activities of daily life and also for an
independent lifestyle. With advanced age, gait parameters start to change. Step and stride
lengths become shorter, resulting in slower preferred and maximum walking speed [1–3].
Older adults show reduced cadence, longer double support time, and prefer to walk with
a 41 % wider step width than their younger counterparts [4,5]. These changes interact
with an age-related decline in general physical function. Both strength [6,7] as well as gait
impairments [8] are related to an increased risk of falling among older people and are,
therefore, the focus of preventive exercise strategies. Gait speed is the most common gait
parameter in geriatric research, but spatiotemporal parameters also help to identify other
aspects related to gait function decline [5].

Muscle strength loss is one of the established influencing factors for diminished
gait performance in older adults above the age of 60 [9–11]. Decrement in muscle size,
progressive loss of type IIb muscle fibers, changes in pennation angles, slower muscle
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metabolism, inadequate neuromuscular activation, and the manifestation of intermuscular
adipose tissue are factors potentially responsible for age-related strength loss [12].

Multiple muscle groups are involved during the complex process of walking. Most
studies that investigate the relationship between muscle strength and gait parameters often
limit their assessment to hand grip or knee extension strength [11,13,14]. The studies that
measured multiple lower body muscle groups reported inconclusive results regarding their
relationship with gait parameters [15–21].

One possible explanation is the heterogeneity of the measured study sample. Although
a considerable number of studies reported differences in gait parameters between female
and male older adults [9,16,22–24], nothing is currently known about whether the muscle
strength and gait relationship is also sex-specific. Only recently, the possibility has been
indicated that both sexes also differ regarding the relevance of specific muscle groups
for gait parameters [16]. For instance, gait speed regulations are performed differently
between sexes, with men using longer step lengths and women using faster cadence [25]. In
addition, kinematic differences, e.g., greater pelvis excursion and rotation [26–28], as well
as a greater ankle range of motion in the sagittal plane in women compared to men, may
influence sex-specific differences in muscular demands during walking [26]. Therefore, the
lack of distinction between both genders in data analysis [17,19,20] may have masked the
effects for male and female participants and could have led to conflicting results on the
relationship between muscle strength and gait parameters in the other studies.

To address the aforementioned research gaps, this study aimed to comprehensively
examine the relationship between the strength of multiple lower body muscles with gait
parameters in older male and female adults during normal gait patterns. New insights
into how muscle strength influences various aspects of human gait could improve gait
intervention programs and anti-fall prevention.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants

Senior citizens were recruited through local newspaper advertisements. For inclusion,
participants needed to be at least 65 years old and able to walk without assistance. Ex-
clusion criteria were the presence of neurological diseases such as Alzheimer’s, stroke, or
Parkinson’s disease. Furthermore, participants with severe orthopedic conditions such as
severe foot deformities or leg length differences that might unnaturally influence gait or
balance were excluded. Participants with artificial joints, prothesis or metal in their lower
limbs were also excluded. Participants also had to be injury-free in their lower limbs for
at least six months and show no higher risk for cardiovascular complications before the
examination. Inclusion and exclusion criteria were surveyed in a telephone interview. Par-
ticipants did not have to fast and were asked to maintain their habitual level of hydration.
If urinary urgency was present, they had the opportunity to empty their bladder prior to
the testing session. All testing sessions took place between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m.

Participants signed written informed consent, and ethical approval was obtained by
the local Ethical Commission (protocol number: FSV 18/49).

2.2. Testing Procedures

A cross-sectional study design was used. Each participant attended a single test
session in the biomechanics lab of the department. All tests were performed by the same
investigator with experience in strength and gait assessment.

2.2.1. Anthropometry

Height was measured with a stadiometer. Body weight and body composition (skeletal
muscle mass, total fat mass, and body fat percentage) were obtained with the Inbody 720
(JP Global Markets GmbH, Eschborn, Germany). The bioimpedance analysis with the
Inbody 720 has previously been validated as a tool for the assessments of total body and
segmental body composition in adults [29,30].
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2.2.2. Gait Assessment

The subject’s preferred walking speed was first measured. Participants were asked to
walk six meters, of which the central four were timed with a stopwatch, as they habitually
do in their daily life. Gait kinematics were measured with a 3D motion capture system
(Qualisys, Göteborg, Sweden). The laboratory setup included ten infrared cameras and
two high-resolution video cameras. Twenty-six passive reflective markers were attached to
specific positions (anterior superior iliac spine, posterior superior iliac spine, lateral side
of the greater trochanter, femur lateral and medial epicondyle, proximal tip of the head of
the fibula, most anterior border of the tibial tuberosity, lateral prominence of the lateral
malleolus, medial prominence of the medial malleolus, distal aspect of Achilles tendon
insertion on the calcaneus and dorsal margin of the first, second and fifth metatarsal head) of
the lower extremities according to the work of Leardini et al. [31]. The static position of the
markers was determined as the subjects stood in a neutral position. Next, participants were
familiarized with the instrumented treadmill (B-CTM4-B07, Bertec Corporation, Columbus,
OH, USA). At first, a slow walking speed of 1.0 m/s with a slow acceleration of 0.5 m/s2

was set in the treadmill Bertec software and participants were instructed to hold on to the
railing. With this setup, participants could get used to the moving ground and balance
issues were mitigated. When the participants became more comfortable and were able to
walk without the assistance of the railing, the walking speed was incrementally increased
until the preferred overground walking speed was reached. After a stable gait pattern was
visible, the participants kept walking for another minute, and then the two minute test trial
was started.

2.2.3. Strength Assessment

The isokinetic concentric muscle strength of the dominant leg was measured in the
following order with Isomed 2000 (Isomed 2000 ®, D&R Ferstl GmbH, Hemau, Germany):
(1) ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion (tested joint range −20◦ of dorsiflexion to 35◦

of plantar flexion), (2) knee extension and knee flexion (tested joint range 5◦ to 90◦ of
knee flexion), (3) hip abduction and hip adduction (tested joint range 0◦ to 60◦ of hip
abduction), (4) hip extension and hip flexion (tested joint range 10◦ to 100◦ of hip flexion).
Leg dominance was determined by the personal preference to kick a ball. The assessments
were performed at an angular velocity of 60◦ per second. The investigator adjusted the
device to the anthropometrical dimensions of the subject for each muscle group. Afterwards,
the pivot point of the joint and of the device was arranged accordingly. Before testing, each
participant was fixed in the correct testing positions with straps to eliminate extraneous and
compensatory movements. After the preparatory measures were completed, the full range
of motion of the tested joint was examined and adjusted when needed. Before starting
the test trials, participants underwent a familiarization phase, where they could perform
the movements with increasing but submaximal effort. In addition, the subjects became
familiar with the graphical feedback curves of the dynamometer, which were important to
be able to smoothly transition between flexion and extension. Before testing, the subjects
rested for 90 s. The testing phase consisted of two trials with three maximal repetitions per
trial with 2 min of break in between. A third trial was performed in cases of a high torque
difference between trials. Three repetitions were performed in each direction (flexion,
extension, adduction and abduction) so that the participant had a sufficient number of
attempts to display maximum strength. The maximum value from the two trials was
used for data analysis. Participants were verbally encouraged by the tester during the
trials. The results were presented as newton meters and were divided by body weight for
further analysis.

Additionally, as commonly practiced in geriatric research [11,13,14], handgrip strength
was measured with a hand dynamometer, i.e., the Seahan SH5001 (SAEHAN Corporation,
Masan, Korea). Maximum hand grip strength over two trials was recorded to the nearest
0.5 kg in an upright standing position with the elbow flexed at 90 degrees. All participants
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used the hand dynamometer adjusted at the second handle position for grip strength
assessment according to Trampisch et al. [32].

2.3. Data Processing

Data acquisition was performed with Qualisys Track Manager (version 4.3.0.0 Qualisys,
Göteborg, Sweden). The fill level of each marker was maximized via manual marker
assignment or automatic gap filling. A minimum marker detection level of 90% was
achieved for all participants. With a sampling rate of 200 Hz and a measurement duration
of 120 s, each data set consisted of 24,000 data points for each marker. Data processing and
export were conducted with Visual 3D software (C-Motion Inc. Germantown, MD, USA).
Further processing was conducted with MATLAB software (version R2014a, MathWorks,
Natick, MA, USA). The measured gait kinematics included stride time, stance time, stride
length, and step width. Stride time was the duration between the initial contacts of two
consecutive touchdowns of the same foot. Stance time was the time between the initial
touchdown and the toe-off of the same foot. Consequently, the stride length was defined
as the distance between two consecutive touchdowns of the same foot. Step width is the
length from the midline midpoint of the current footprint to the midline midpoint of the
previous footprint on the opposite foot.

2.4. Statistical Analysis

Mean and standard deviations are reported in the descriptive data. Data sets were
checked for normality. Gender differences were analyzed with a Student’s t-test. In case
the equal variance was violated, the Mann–Whitney U test was applied. Pearson’s cor-
relation was applied to examine the relationship between the strength of each muscle
group and each gait parameter. Correlations coefficients of 0.10 ≤ r ≤ 0.39 indicated
a weak, 0.40 ≤ r ≤ 0.69 a moderate, and r ≥ 0.70 a strong correlation, as classified by
Schober et al. [33]. A value of p < 0.05 was taken as significant. Furthermore, linear regres-
sion analysis used to examine the predictive ability of significant strength measures for gait
parameters was performed.

All statistical analyses were performed with JASP (version 0.14.1, JASP Team 2020,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands) and R (version 4.1.3, R Core Team, 2020, Vienna, Austria).

3. Results

Sixty-nine older adults (35 men, 34 women) met the study inclusion criteria and
participated. Table 1 shows the demographics, anthropometry and strength data for the
male and female participants. Men were significantly taller (p < 0.001), heavier (p < 0.001)
and had more skeletal muscle mass (p < 0.001) than women, but had less fat mass (p = 0.032)
and a lower body fat percentage (p < 0.001). For all the measured muscle groups of the
lower body, men showed significantly higher relative strength than women (p < 0.010).
Table 2 presents spatiotemporal gait parameters. Men showed a significantly longer stride
length (p < 0.001) than women. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient between all lower
extremity muscle groups and gait parameter means (Table 3) revealed multiple significant
weak to moderate positive (r = 0.343–0.538) and negative (r = −0.340–0.593) correlations
that were unequally distributed between men and women.

The linear regression analysis (Table 4), performed for all parameters that reached
significance in the correlation analyses demonstrates different the predictive nature of
strength variables for gait between men and women. For men, all the models reached the
level of significance and depending on the number and predictive ability of the independent
variables (strength values), a range of r2 = 16.6–44.3% of the variation in the gait parameters
could be explained. For women, no regression between the strength parameters and
stride time was performed, since no significant correlations were found. Two of the four
regression models reached the level of significance, explaining r2 = 21.8–36.1% of the gait
parameter variation in women.
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Table 1. Anthropometrics, relative strength, and gait parameters of male and female subjects.

Total n = 69 Men n = 35 Women n = 34

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD p

Characteristics

Age (y) 76.67 4.72 76.80 4.66 76.53 4.77 0.814

Height (m) 166.80 8.93 172.66 6.52 160.77 6.73 <0.001

Body Composition

Weight (kg) 72.42 11.54 77.29 9.29 67.41 11.46 <0.001

BMI (kg/m2) 26.08 3.43 25.90 2.60 26.25 4.15 0.675

Skeletal muscle mass (kg) 26.42 5.25 30.54 3.55 22.17 2.67 <0.001

Total fat (kg) 23.79 7.89 21.79 6.44 25.84 8.78 0.032

Body fat percentage (%) 32.54 8.05 27.72 6.31 37.51 6.52 <0.001

Muscle Strength

Grip strength (kg/kg) 0.43 0.10 0.48 0.10 0.37 0.07 <0.001

Ankle plantarflexion (Nm/kg) 0.75 0.23 0.81 0.24 0.69 0.21 0.022

Ankle dorsiflexion (Nm/kg) 0.16 0.06 0.18 0.05 0.13 0.05 <0.001

Knee flexion (Nm/kg) 1.05 0.26 1.22 0.19 0.89 0.22 <0.001

Knee extension (Nm/kg) 1.44 0.38 1.61 0.38 1.27 0.31 <0.001

Hip abduction (Nm/kg) 0.69 0.28 0.83 0.24 0.55 0.24 <0.001

Hip adduction (Nm/kg) 1.75 0.49 1.96 0.45 1.54 0.44 <0.001

Hip flexion (Nm/kg) 1.03 0.33 1.24 0.29 0.82 0.22 <0.001

Hip extension (Nm/kg) 2.73 0.73 3.16 0.65 2.29 0.49 <0.001

Significant correlations (p < 0.05, p < 0.01) are marked in bold. (Nm/kg) describes the muscle torque in newton
meters relative to the participant’s body weight in kilograms.

Table 2. Spatiotemporal gait parameters for men and women.

Gait Parameters
Total n = 69 Men n = 35 Women n = 34

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD p

Prefered gait speed (m/s) 1.28 0.20 1.28 0.23 1.27 0.18 0.907

Number of strides (N/min) 116.51 11.64 115.31 10.08 117.74 13.10 0.392

Stride time (s) 1.01 0.09 1.02 0.09 0.99 0.10 0.223

Stance time (s) 0.60 0.07 0.61 0.06 0.59 0.07 0.485

Stride length (m) 1.06 0.20 1.13 0.18 0.98 0.18 <0.001

Step width (m) 0.10 0.03 0.11 0.03 0.10 0.03 0.113

Significant correlations (p < 0.05, p < 0.01) are marked in bold.

Table 3. Correlations (Pearson’s r) between the strength of lower limbs and gait parameters for men
and women.

Muscle Force Parameters (Men)

Gait Parameters Plantarflex Dorsiflex Kneeflex Kneeex Hipflex Hipext Hipabd Hipadd Handgrip

Gait speed Pearsons r 0.365 0.287 0.266 0.415 0.322 0.492 0.033 0.268 0.324
p-value 0.037 0.106 0.134 0.016 0.068 0.004 0.857 0.132 0.066

Stride time
Pearsons r −0.304 −0.187 −0.347 −0.593 −0.422 −0.544 −0.199 −0.340 −0.207

p-value 0.076 0.283 0.041 0.001 0.012 0.001 0.251 0.046 0.232
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Table 3. Cont.

Muscle Force Parameters (Men)

Gait Parameters Plantarflex Dorsiflex Kneeflex Kneeex Hipflex Hipext Hipabd Hipadd Handgrip

Stance time
Pearsons r −0.388 −0.214 −0.328 −0.540 −0.437 −0.564 −0.197 −0.255 −0.267

p-value 0.021 0.216 0.055 0.001 0.009 0.001 0.258 0.139 0.122

Stride length Pearsons r 0.311 0.316 0.093 0.2 0.285 0.302 0.006 0.18 0.442
p-value 0.069 0.064 0.597 0.249 0.097 0.078 0.974 0.301 0.008

Step width Pearsons r −0.226 −0.007 −0.188 −0.002 −0.202 −0.134 −0.407 −0.118 0.043
p-value 0.191 0.968 0.279 0.993 0.246 0.442 0.015 0.5 0.806

Muscle Force Parameters (Women)

Gait Parameters Plantarflex Dorsiflex Kneeflex Kneeex Hipflex Hipext Hipabd Hipadd Handgrip

Gait speed Pearsons r 0.486 0.233 0.524 0.443 0.502 0.527 0.432 0.538 0.419
p-value 0.006 0.207 0.002 0.013 0.004 0.002 0.015 0.002 0.019

Stride time
Pearsons r −0.24 0.038 −0.298 −0.071 −0.283 −0.299 −0.209 −0.215 −0.146

p-value 0.172 0.832 0.086 0.692 0.105 0.086 0.236 0.222 0.41

Stance time
Pearsons r −0.3 0.094 −0.350 −0.142 −0.361 −0.364 −0.283 −0.322 −0.169

p-value 0.085 0.595 0.042 0.424 0.036 0.034 0.104 0.064 0.338

Stride length Pearsons r 0.309 0.037 0.254 0.467 0.312 0.343 0.227 0.326 0.152
p-value 0.075 0.835 0.148 0.005 0.073 0.047 0.197 0.06 0.39

Step width Pearsons r −0.489 −0.014 −0.416 −0.234 −0.415 −0.303 −0.543 −0.549 −0.369
p-value 0.003 0.938 0.014 0.182 0.015 0.082 0.001 0.001 0.032

Significant correlations (p < 0.05, p < 0.01) are marked in bold.

Table 4. Regression analysis between independent muscle group strength (predictors) and gait
parameters (dependent variable). “x” marks included muscle groups.

Men

Gait Speed Stride Time Stance Time Stride Length Step Width

Plantarflexion x x
Dorsiflexion
Knee flexion x x

Knee extension x x x
Hip flexion x x

Hip extension x x x
Hip abduction x x
Hip adduction

Handgrip x

R2 0.273 0.443 0.413 0.195 0.166
p-value 0.024 0.003 0.002 0.008 0.015

Women

Gait Speed Stride Time Stance Time Stride Length Step Width

Plantarflexion x x
Dorsiflexion
Knee flexion x x x

Knee extension x x x
Hip flexion x x

Hip extension x x x x
Hip abduction x x
Hip adduction x

Handgrip x x

R2 0.352 0.151 0.218 0.361
p-value 0.215 0.172 0.022 0.044

Significant correlations (p < 0.05, p < 0.01) are marked in bold.
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4. Discussion

This study examined the relevance of different muscle groups on spatiotemporal gait
parameters in older adults during normal walking. The results show that the maximum
strength of multiple muscle groups correlated with most gait parameters at a weak to
moderate level, supporting the findings of other studies regarding the relationship between
lower body strength and gait parameters [15–21]. Our study also revealed sex-specific
aspects of the relationship of the different muscle groups. In previous reports, either only
one sex was measured, or the results of both sexes were not analyzed separately [15,19,21].

From a functional standpoint, one could expect that the muscles operating in the
sagittal plane (hip flexors/extensors, knee flexors/extensors; plantar/dorsiflexors) are
responsible for propulsive forces and influence gait speed [15]. This assumption is con-
firmed for men where gait speed was predicted by plantar flexors, knee extensors, and
hip extensors. However, in women, not only these muscle groups but all other muscle
groups, except dorsiflexors, were also predictors for gait speed. One possible explanation
might be the higher muscle strength demands for women in order to accomplish a similar
walking speed to men who have significantly higher strength in all muscle groups. This
may be explained by the previously described increases in muscle co-activation during
gait in elderly adults, which are compensatory mechanisms due to an increase in walking
energy cost [34] or to increase joint stiffness that thereby enhances stability [35]. However,
it is still unknown if and how sex-specific aspects can influence those mechanisms. Gait
speed is generally determined by stride length and stride time [36]. Both gait parameters
are differently related to lower body muscle strength between men and women. None of
the measured muscle groups were identified as predictive factors for stride length in men.
In women, however, a higher hip and knee extension strength predicted greater stride
length. Contrary results were found for stride time predictability. Shorter stride times
in men were related to the strength of nearly all knee and hip muscles, while there was
no relationship between muscle strength and stride time in women. It seems that lower
body muscle strength is less relevant for stride length but more for stride time at normal
walking speed in men, while this relationship seems to be reversed for older women. Men
generally exhibit a longer stride length but a slower cadence compared to women [25]. In a
recent study, it was reported that some older adults increase their step length and others
decrease their step time to walk fast, but it is not clear whether those strategies are prefer-
ably adopted by one sex or the other [36]. Therefore, we suggest that further research is
necessary to examine the sex-specific stride length and stride time interaction and whether
this can be influenced by improvements in lower body strength from regular exercising.

Muscles that primarily function in the frontal plane (hip abductors/adductors) are
supposed to be related to step width [37]. This is supported by our finding, since the
hip abductors predicted step width in both the female and male participants. However,
in women, multiple other ankle, knee and hip muscle groups were significantly related
to step width, while none of these additional muscle groups predicted step width in
men. Again, this could probably be explained as a compensatory mechanism for possible
strength deficits of single muscle groups in women [38,39] when a sufficient walking
speed is maintained. Additionally to the lower limb muscles, we included a grip strength
measurement as is commonly used in geriatric research [11,13,14]. Although it is an
unspecific strength test, hand grip strength was related to gait speed and step width in
women and was the only strength parameter related to stride length in men. It seems
that hand grip strength also has a sex-specific relationship to gait parameters, but further
research is necessary to examine why only certain gait parameters are related to hand
grip strength.

The sex-specific differences in muscle strength and gait relationship are probably due
to different reasons. It has been recently proposed that normalization of gait parameters to
body size or leg length can diminish sex-specific differences [25,27]. In their meta-analysis,
Frimenko et al. [25] concluded that gait speed differences between men and women may
be an artifact of size rather than sex. According to their data, men and women, even after
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accounting for differences in size, control gait speed differently, with men using longer
step lengths and women using faster cadence. However, the authors also observed a
change among metrics throughout an adult’s lifespan, emphasizing the need for further
analysis among different age groups. In a study with healthy young adults [26], the sex
differences in spatiotemporal metrics and center of mass displacement disappeared when
we controlled for size, while the ankle, pelvis and torso range of motion persisted or even
increased with faster gait speed.

Different anatomical and physiological parameters might also influence sex-specific
differences in muscular demands during walking. In women, the pelvis is shorter, broader
and in a more anterior position and executes greater excursion and rotation movement
compared to men, who have a more neutral position of the pelvis [26–28]. It has been
suggested that these greater ranges of motion and pelvis dimensions lead to longer strides
relative to their leg length [40]. This strategy might explain the sex-specific relationship
of knee and hip extensor muscles with stride length in our results. Ankle kinematics
also tend to be different between men and women, with a greater range of motion in the
sagittal plane in women compared to men across multiple walking speeds [26]. This may
related to the higher gastrocnemius lateralis activity with a woman’s gait when compared
to men [41]. It is also assumed [27] that the proportionally shorter female foot length [42,43]
requires a greater plantarflexion push-off angle in order to reach the same vertical height
change as a longer foot [26]. The current and prior findings highlight the importance of sex
considerations for gait analysis studies [24,27].

The present study contributes to the understanding of how muscle strength is related
to gait control in healthy older adults and may help to manage strength-related changes
in gait parameters. Some strength intervention studies that targeted the lower body have
reported increases in gait speed in older adults, but not examined how the gait parameters
have changed in the process [44]. Further research should examine (1) which gait parameter
changes are associated with improved gait abilities after resistance training interventions,
(2) if adaptations are sex-specific and (3) if strength improvement of a certain muscle group
is related to a specific gait pattern, as shown in our results.

Limitations

While this study presents novel insights, a few limitations need to be addressed. The
methods section does not provide a sample size calculation; however, due to the magnitude
of the measured and correlated parameters, a sample size calculation should be performed
to match the estimated and measured sample size. We analyzed gait parameters while
walking on an instrumented treadmill, using more than 100 gait cycles over two minutes.
However, this approach limited us to only examining preferred paced walking. It was
uncertain how long subjects could sustain faster or the maximum walking speed safely
on the instrumented treadmill. Nevertheless, muscle strength seems to be more closely
related to faster gait speed than normal walking speed [19]. Therefore, it seems plausible
that for fast walking, the predictive ability of muscle strength for gait parameters might
also increase [14]. This aspect is important for senior citizens to maintain independence in
situations of daily living when faster walking speeds, e.g., crossing a street, is required [45].
In addition, walking on a treadmill differs from ground walking and changes the gait
parameters [46,47]. This effect might be stronger depending on previous treadmill experi-
ences. This lessens the transferability of the results on natural walking. Only concentric
strength with one single angular velocity was measured; further research is necessary to
investigate whether other contraction types or other contraction speeds can account for
of the greater variance in the dependent variables. Lastly, strength assessments of nine
separately measured muscle group with an isokinetic device present a certain amount of
equipment bias and do not exactly represent muscular demands during walking. In addi-
tion, this approach provides no information regarding the cross-coordination (coupling) of
several muscle groups during the complex task of walking.
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5. Conclusions

The strength of multiple muscle groups in the lower body is related to multiple gait
parameters. The results are sex-specific with no muscle groups when predicting the stride
length in men and no muscle groups when predicting the stride time in women. The
results may be attributed to sex-specific differences in anatomy, kinematics, and size, and
it is suggested that research that examines the relationship between strength and gait
parameters needs to consider sex-specific interactions. The results are of major importance
to prevent strength-related changes in gait parameters in older adults.
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